ABSTRACT Machine translation, which will be used widely in human-computer interaction services to Internet of Things (IoT), is a key technology in artificial intelligence field. This paper presents a minimum Bayes-risk (MBR) phrase table pruning method for pivot-based statistical machine translation (SMT). The SMT system requires a great amount of bilingual data to build a high-performance translation model. For some language pairs, such as Chinese-English, massive bilingual data are available on the web. However, for most language pairs, large-scale bilingual data are hard to obtain. Pivot-based SMT is proposed to solve the data scarcity problem: it introduces a pivot language to bridge the source language and the target language. Therefore, a source-target translation model based on well-trained source-pivot and pivot-target translation models can be derived with the pivot-based approach. However, due to the ambiguities of the pivot language, source and target phrases with different meanings may be wrongly matched. Consequently, the derived source-target phrase table may contain incorrect phrase pairs. To alleviate this problem, we apply the MBR method to prune the phrase table. The MBR pruning method removes the phrase pairs with the lowest risk from the phrase table. Experimental results on Europarl data show that the proposed method can both reduce the size of phrase tables and improve the performance of translations. This study also gives a useful reference to many IoT research field and smart web services.
I. INTRODUCTION
Statistical machine translation (SMT) uses a statistical translation model to translate from one language to another language. It will be used widely in many future Internet of things (IoT) field, such as smart city, smart home and smart campus [1] - [3] . To build such a high-performance translation model requires large amounts of parallel corpora in both the source language and the target language. For widely used language pairs, e.g., Chinese-English, massive amounts of bilingual data are available on the web and easy to obtain. Unfortunately, large-scale corpora of bilingual data are hard to obtain for most language pairs. It is challenging to develop a well-trained translation model with limited parallel corpora.
Various methods have been proposed to overcome the data shortage of machine translation [8] - [14] , [16] . Among these methods, phrase-based SMT with a pivot language is a represent work, which connects the source language and the target language with a pivot language as the ''bridge'' [15] - [18] , [20] - [24] . The premise of the pivot approach is that a large number of source-pivot and pivot-target parallel data are available.
The triangulation method is the most common of the pivot-based approaches [16] , [25] . If the source-pivot and pivot-target translation models are well trained with plenty of high-quality source-pivot and pivot-target bilingual corpora, a source-target translation model is generated by matching source phrases and target phrases via the appropriate pivot phrases.
The phrase table with phrase translations and their probabilities is the main knowledge source of both traditional SMT model and the pivot-based SMT model. Fig. 1 is an example of the traditional SMT phrase table. The Chinese source phrase is mapping to the English target phrase in the phrase table with a translation probability. And, the mapping relationship in the phrase table is many-to-many. As shown in Fig. 1 , Chinese phrase '' (the river bank)'' maps to English phrase ''riverside'' or ''bank.'' At the same time, both the Chinese phrase '' (the bank for money)'' and '' (deposit money)'' map to English phrase ''bank.'' Fig. 2 is an example of the pivot-based SMT phrase table. The Chinese phrases are mapping to the Japanese phrases via the English phrases. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 indicate that the ambiguities of the language often lead to a wrong translation and introduce a large amount of noises into the phrase table, especially when translating from source language to target language via pivot language. Take Fig. 2 as an example, because the English word ''bank'' has different meanings (E.g. the river bank; the bank for money and deposit money), given a Chinese word '' (the bank for money),'' it may be wrongly translated to the Japanese word '' (the river bank)'' or '' (deposit money).''
To solve this problem, we present a minimum Bayes-risk (MBR) translation phrase table pruning method to select the proper rules and discard the redundant translation rules. The idea of using MBR to prune the phrase table are inspired by system combination in machine translation [26] , [28] , [29] . Some related paper also give us useful references [30] - [34] . The MBR phrase table pruning method aims to remove the translation rule that has the least expected loss under a probability model. The motivation relays on the hypothesis that the reasonable translation rules are similar, and the noisy translation rules differ widely. Take Fig. 3 as an example; if most people are talking about the dog, the one who is talking about the cat or some other things is noise. Thus, the phrase pair with the English phrase ''I have a cat'' should be removed from the phrase table.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we brief introduce Internet of Things, phrase-based SMT and pivot-based SMT. Section III provides a review of the related work. We describe the proposed MBR phrase table pruning approach in section IV. Section V provides the experimental setup and results, and the analysis of performance. Finally, we conclude this paper in section VI.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
For much future Internet of things, machine translation will be a useful technique to connect people and things. To improve the performance of machine translation, we propose MBR pruning method. The proposed MRB pruning method mainly relies on the phrase-based SMT and pivot-based SMT. In this section, we will first describe the traditional phrase-based SMT and the phrase-based SMT via a pivot language. Then, we describe the motivation of phrase table pruning for pivot-based SMT.
A. INTERNET OF THINGS
IoT as an emerging service model brings us much convenience; it connects all the staff we use to communicate today, all the household products, and many other ''things'' together to the Internet without human interference. With IoT, your intelligent home manager can communicate with your smartphone, fridge, air conditioner, telling you should buy some fruits back, current temperature of your house is a bit high, thus you could know the status of your home. These advantages are based on the incorporation of IoT and various technologies, such as web service [38] , complex system [39] , artificial intelligence [34] , natural language processing [35] - [37] , and machine translation.
B. PHRASE-BASED SMT
The traditional phrase-based SMT model is based on the noisy channel model [45] , [46] . Given a source sentence s, the best target translation t best can be obtained with the VOLUME 6, 2018 
where p(s|t) is a translation model and p(t) is the language model. More often, a log-linear model is used to integrate more features instead of the noisy-channel model with the following equation:
where h m (t, s) represents a feature function, and λ m represents the weight of the feature.
C. PHRASE-BASED SMT VIA A PIVOT LANGUAGE
It is hard to build a high-performance SMT system with the traditional phrase-based SMT model for language pairs with limited bilingual data. A pivot language is introduced, since there are large amounts of source-pivot and pivot-target bilingual data. These two sources of additional bilingual data make up for the data shortage of the original language pair. Given the source-pivot and pivot-target translation models trained with the traditional phrase-based SMT model, the source-target translation model can be formulated with the following equation:
because p(s|t, p) is estimated only in source-pivot bilingual corpora, it can be approximated to p(s|p).
D. MOTIVATION OF PHRASE TABLE PRUNING IN PIVOT-BASED SMT
As we mentioned in section I, the ambiguities of the pivot language often lead to a wrong translation. In Fig. 4 , we show the generation of the noises when pivoting the source-pivot and pivot-target phrase table.
We take Chinese-Japanese translation via English as an example. At first step, we train Chinese-English and English-Japanese phrase tables with large-scale ChineseEnglish parallel corpus and English-Japanese parallel corpus. The training method is the traditional phrase-based SMT described in subsection II.A. From Figure 4 we can find that the Chinese phrases can be correctly mapped to English phrases and the English phrases can also be correctly mapped to Japanese phrases.
Based on well-trained Chinese-English and EnglishJapanese phrase table, at second step, we merge the well-trained Chinese-English and English-Japanese phrase table with the pivot-based method described in subsection II.B. Thus, a huge and noisy Chinese-Japanese phrase table is generated. From the figure we can find that, due to the ambiguity of the English phrase ''bank,'' many irrelevant Chinese-Japanese phrase pairs are mapped together. And more than 50% of the phrase pairs are improper. It is clear that we cannot obtain a high-quality translation with the noisy Chinese-Japanese phrase table. It is necessary to prune the generated phrase table to improve the quality of the translation.
III. RELATED WORK A. MACHINE TRANSLATION IN IOT
Machine translation is a key technology in artificial intelligence and has been widely used in IoT. For example, Nakamura et al., and Yun et al., introduce the multilingual speech-to-speech translation system for mobile consumer devices [4] , [5] . Khadivi and Ney [6] integration the speech recognition and machine translation in computer-assisted translation. Lavie et al. [7] proposed a multilingual speech communication over the Internet. These represent works show that machine translation, especially the multilingual machine translation plays an important role in IoT.
B. PIVOT-BASED SMT
According to the granularity of the pivot language, the pivotbased machine translations can be divided into 3 categories: corpus-level, sentence-level and phrase-level.
1) CORPUS LEVEL
For the corpus level, a pseudo source-target corpus is generated using the source-pivot and pivot-target translation systems [48] . There are two ways to obtain a pseudo source-target corpus by translating the pivot sentences. One is to translate all the pivot sentences in the pivot-target corpus to source sentences with the pivot-source translation system. Another is to translate all the pivot sentences in the source-pivot corpus to target sentences with the pivot-target translation system. If necessary, we can merge the two corpora into one pseudo corpus. The disadvantage of this method is the low quality of the translated sentences. It is difficult to generate a high-quality translation system with a corpus filled with machine-translated sentences.
2) SENTENCE LEVEL
At the sentence level, the source-pivot translation system and the pivot-target translation system are connected into a single source-target translation system [15] . Given a source sentence, the connected translation system works with two steps: 1) It translates the source sentence into the pivot sentence; 2) It translates the pivot sentence into the target sentence. At each step, the translation system may generate n-best translation results. The optimal translation result can be selected with the minimum Bayes-risk system combination method [26] , [47] . Because the connected translation system needs to translate at least twice, the speed of this method is slower than that of the other methods. Another disadvantage is that the translation errors of the source-pivot system will be transferred to the pivot-target system, and the best translation of the source-pivot system may not be the best one to produce an adequate target language output.
3) PHRASE LEVEL
The triangulation method is a representative work at the phrase level [16] , [25] . It directly connects the source-pivot phrase pairs and the pivot-target phrase pairs with identical pivot phrases. The probabilities of source-target phrase pairs are induced by multiplying the corresponding probabilities of the source-pivot and pivot-target phrase pairs. The triangulation method has been shown to work better than the other pivot approaches [15] .
C. PHRASE TABLE PRUNING
Phrase table pruning is an important issue in statistical machine translation, especially for pivot-based SMT. Because the phrase table of pivot-based SMT is derived from the source-pivot and pivot-target phrase tables, it is unavoidable that many wrong and redundant translation rules will be generated in the phrase table.
Many algorithms have been proposed to deal with this problem [19] . In this subsection, we will introduce some typical pruning methods.
1) ABSOLUTE PRUNING
Absolute pruning methods rely on the statistical information in the phrase table. The translation rule table can be described as a mapping of phrase s in a source language to phrase t in a target language. Given a phrase pair (s, t), the phrase translation probability p(t|s), and the reverse translation probability p(s|t), the co-occurrence counts c(s, t) can be derived from the bilingual corpus. If the translation probability or the co-occurrence count is below an empirical threshold, the phrase pair (s, t) is pruned.
The absolute pruning method is simple and effective. Zhu et al. [49] uses this method to prune a phrase table in pivot-based SMT.
2) SIGNIFICANCE PRUNING
Johnson et al. [50] proposed the significance pruning method; Tomeh et al. [51] extended the work by considering the complexity of the phrase pairs.
The idea of significance pruning is to test whether a source phrase s and a target phrase t co-occur more frequently in a bilingual corpus than they would just by chance. Given a bilingual corpus, the count of a source phrase c(s), the count of a target phrase c(t), and the co-occurrence count of the source and target phrases c(s, t) can be derived. Thus, a p-value, which can represent the spuriousness of the phrase VOLUME 6, 2018 pair, is calculated. The phrase pairs with a high p-value will be pruned.
3) RELEVANCE PRUNING
The relevance pruning method [52] aims to prune the phrase pairs that are least used when translating the corpus. At the translation stage, the translator selects suitable phrases to generate output sentences. Thus, the relevance pruning method counts the number of times that the phrases occurred during the translation and prunes the less used phrases.
4) ENTROPY-BASED PRUNING
The main idea of the entropy-based pruning method [53] , [54] is to remove the phrase pairs that can be derived using smaller phrase pairs with similar probability. The goal of the entropy-based pruning method is to remove redundant phrases, while the other pruning methods usually try to remove low-quality or unreliable phrases.
Formally, the entropy-based pruning method aims to maximum the similarity between the pruned model p (t|s) and the original model p(t|s). The conditional relative entropy method measures the model similarity with the following equation:
Thus, given an threshold τ E , a phrase pair (s, t) is pruned if:
5) CONTEXT-BASED PRUNING
Due to the ambiguities of the pivot language, source and target phrases with different meanings may be wrongly matched. To solve the ambiguities of the languages, many context-based method were proposed [40] - [44] . In pivotbased machine translation, context-based pruning method uses a context vector to identify the exact meaning of the pivot language [24] . Given source-pivot and pivot-target corpora, the source context vector S, the target context vector T and the pivot context vector P can be calculated following Rapp [63] . Because the length of source context vectors and the length of target context vectors may not be equal, so they are not comparable. To solve this problem, we can map the source context vector and target context vector to pivot context vector with the same length. Hence, the cosine similarity can be used to calculate the similarity between source context vector and target context vector. The phrase pairs with a lower similarity will be deleted.
D. MINIMUM BAYES-RISK
Minimum Bayes-risk related methods are widely used in IoT fields [55] , [56] , automatic speech recognition [57] - [61] , text classification, and some other fields. In statistical machine translation, the minimum Bayes-risk is usually used in system combination [62] .
Given a source sentence s, the MT system generates n-best target sentences. With the minimum Bayes-risk approach, the hypothesis output with the lowest Bayes risk would be selected as the final translation.
IV. MINIMUM BAYES-RISK TRANSLATION RULE PRUNING
The minimum Bayes-risk has usually been used for system combination in machine translation. To the best of our knowledge, no one has used it for phrase table pruning or any other rule pruning. The MBR translation rule pruning method aims to prune the translation rule that has the least expected loss under a probability model. The motivation is the hypothesis that reasonable translation rules are similar while noisy translation rules differ widely.
A. THE FRAMEWORK OF MINIMUM BAYES-RISK PRUNING
The translation rule table can be described as a mapping of phrases s in a source language to phrases t in a target language, which is a many-to-many relationship.
Given a phrase s, if there exists a reference phrase (a right translation of word sequence s) t, the quality of the hypothesis phrase t can be measured by the loss function L(t, t ). With the loss function L(t, t
) and the phrase translation probability p(t|s), we can prune the hypothesis phrase t with the following equation.t
where R(t ) denotes the Bayes risk of candidate translation t under loss function L(t, t ), and T represents the space of translations.
B. BI-DIRECTIONAL MINIMUM BAYES-RISK PRUNING
As we mentioned above, one word sequence s can map to many word sequence t, and vice versa. Thus, with the underlying probability models p(t|s) and p(s|t), we can modify the MBR pruning to a bi-directional MBR pruning with the following equation.
t = arg min t ∈T ,s ∈S

R(t )R(s )
= arg min
where
R(t ) denotes the Bayes risk of candidate translation t and R(s ) denotes the Bayes risk of reverse translation s under loss functions L(t, t ) and L(s, s ).
T and S represent the spaces of translation and reverse translation.
C. TRILINGUAL-CONSTRAINED MINIMUM BAYES-RISK PRUNING
For the pivot-based SMT, the mapping of a phrase s in a source language to a phrase t in a target language is generated from a phrase p in a pivot language. Thus, we can modify the bi-directional MBR pruning framework to a trilingual-constrained minimum Bayes-risk pruning framework with the following equation.
where L(p, p ) is the loss function of pivot phrases.
D. LOSS FUNCTION
In the previous section, we assume that a reference word sequence t is ready for the calculation of the loss function. However, in fact, we do not have the reference word sequence t. To find the reference word sequence t, we can make two reasonable inferences: 1. Most of the translation rules in the phrase table are correct. 2. Reasonable translation rules are similar, while the noisy translation rules differ widely. Fig. 3 is a simple example of the two reasonable inferences. If most people are talking about a dog, then talk about a cat or another thing is noise. Thus, if we want to evaluate the quality of the hypothesis word sequence t , we can use all the other word sequences as the reference word sequence t.
1) BLEU (BILINGUAL EVALUATION UNDERSTUDY)
In machine translation, BLEU is always used to evaluate the quality of the translation. The BLEU score value ranges from 0 to 1, and a larger value reflects a higher similarity.
where BP is the brevity penalty, r is the length of the reference word sequence, c is the length of the hypothesis word sequence, and p n is the geometric average of the modified n-gram precisions.
In this paper, we use BLEU as the loss function to calculate the similarity of the hypothesis word sequence t and the reference word sequence t.
2) WER (WORD ERROR RATE)
The word error rate is a metric that is commonly used to evaluate the performance of a machine translation system. It measures the Levenshtein distance of the hypothesis word sequence t and the reference word sequence t with the following equation:
where S is the number of substitutions, D is the number of deletions, I is the number of insertions, C is the number correct words, and N is the total number of words in the reference.
E. LETTER-BASED LOSS FUNCTION
The traditional word-based BLEU and WER are used for system-level machine translation evaluation; they are ineffective for sentence-level machine translation evaluation. Thus, we also apply letter-based BLEU and letter-based WER to evaluate the similarity of the hypothesis word sequence and the reference word sequence. figure, we can see that the letter-based loss function can capture fine-grained information in the phrase table. With the word-based metric, the phrase ''I had a cat'' is closer to the reference phrase ''I have a dog'' than the phrase ''I had dogs.'' However, we know that, in fact, ''I had dogs'' is better than ''I had a cat'' in this example. If we use the letter-based metric, the result is exactly the opposite.
V. EXPERIMENTS A. TRANSLATION SYSTEM AND EVALUATION METRIC
The translation system used in this paper is a phrase-based translation system under a log-linear framework that is analogous to the widely used Moses [66] . The system contains a phrase translation model, a lexical translation model, a lexical reordering model and a language model. The word alignment is generated by an in-house word alignment system that is similar to GIZA++ [64] ; the heuristic ''grow-diag-final'' refinement rule is used during the word aligning stage [65] .
In this paper, we pay attention to two metrics, one is the compression ratio of the phrase table, and the other is the quality of the translation. Our aim is to reduce the quantity of the phrase table while maintaining the performance VOLUME 6, 2018 of the translation. The translation quality is evaluated by case-insensitive BLEU-4 [67] . The paired bootstrap resampling method [68] is used to test the statistical significance using 95% confidence intervals.
B. DATA SETS
The Europarl 1 corpus [69] is a multilingual corpus that is always used in WMT 2 translation tasks. It contains 21 European languages, and 11 languages with more than 1 million sentences are used in our experiments. They are Danish (da), German (de), Greek (el), English (en), Spanish (es), Finnish (fi), French (fr), Italian (it) Dutch (nl) Portuguese (pt) and Swedish (sv). Because the Europarl corpus is a multilingual parallel corpus, it is unfair to train the source-pivot and pivot-target translation model under a trilingual scenario. We divide the training data according to the year of the data: odd years for training the source-pivot translation model and even years for training the pivot-target translation model.
To verify the effectiveness of our pruning method more thoroughly, we first compare three MBR frameworks and compare the word-based loss function with letter-based loss function in subsection V.D. Based on the conclusion of V.D, we designed two sets of experiments. One is translating between different language pairs with English as the pivot language. The performance of the phrase table pruning method may be affected by many factors (e.g., the ambiguity of the pivot language). To avoid any influence of the pivot language, another experimental set was translated from Portuguese to Swedish via different pivot languages.
Given that we are limited by the length of the paper, we cannot list all the language pairs of the Europarl corpus in all experimental sets. Some common language pairs were considered in subsection V.D; they are German, French and Spanish. And in subsection V.E, we list all the language pairs on Europarl data based on subsection V.D.
The detailed training data are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 . 
C. OUR PHRASE TABLE PRUNING SYSTEM AND THE BASELINE SYSTEM
To make a comprehensive comparison, we reimplement two baseline systems to compare with our system. The basic baseline system is the triangulation method based on the pivot approach with no pruning method [16] . The triangulation method in combination with the entropy-based pruning method is another baseline system.
Under the three minimum Bayes-risk pruning framework, we develop several phrase table pruning methods with different loss functions including: 1) word-based WER, 2) wordbased BLEU, 3) letter-based WER, and 4) letter-based BLEU. In addition, we also try to combine the 4 loss functions above and the entropy-based pruning method under a log-linear framework.
The pruning procedure runs following three steps: 1)fix the source phrases and prune the target phrases, 2)fix the target phrase and prune the source phrases, and 3)merge the two pruned phrase table.
D. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT MBR FRAMEWORK AND DIFFERENT LOSS FUNCTION
We performed our experiments among 3 languages with English as the pivot language. Under the traditional MBR framework, the bi-directional MBR framework and the trilingual-constrained MBR framework, we test word-based loss function and letter-based loss function. Table 4 shows the details of the experiments. The compression ratio of the experiments is set to 40% by experience. The trends with other compression ration is similar with 40%. 
E. RESULTS USING ONE PIVOT LANGUAGE UNDER DIFFERENT COMPRESS RATIO
As it is the most commonly spoken language in the world, English was used as the pivot language in this subsection. Fig. 6 show trends in the translation performance with the reduction of the compression ratio. From the figures, we can see that the entropy-based pruning method and the combined method can maintain the performance of the translation with the reduction of the compression ratio. The MBR pruning method can improve the performance of the translation when only a few phrase pairs are deleted. However, with the reduction of the compression ratio, the performance dropped rapidly. The combined method performed better than all other methods when most of the phrase pairs were deleted.
F. RESULTS ON ALL EUROPARL DATA
According to subsection V.D, 40% is the calculated compression ratio for phrase table pruning. Because the combination of the entropy-based pruning method and the MBR pruning method is better than the MBR pruning method alone, we only used the combined method in this subsection.
In this subsection, we list all the language pairs in the Europarl Corpus under 40% compression ratios with English as the pivot language.
Several observations can be made from 4. The improvements of our approach are not equal for different language pairs. The improvement ranges from 0.01(de-it) to 0.44(de-da, nl-pt).
G. RESULTS USING DIFFERENT PIVOT LANGUAGES
The performance of the phrase table pruning method may be affected by many factors e.g., the ambiguity of the pivot language. To avoid the influence of the pivot language, we also test our approach on translating from Portuguese to Swedish via different pivot languages. Table 6 summarizes the results using different pivot languages. From the table, we can find that although we changed the pivot language when translating from Portuguese to Swedish, the performance of the pruning method is similar to when using English as the pivot language. Thus, considering that English is the most common used language in the world, it is better to use English as the pivot language.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a minimum Bayes-risk phrase table pruning method for pivot-based SMT. Under a minimum Bayes-risk framework, we apply word-based and letter-based machine translation metrics as the loss functions. We also try to combine the MBR-based phrase table pruning method and the entropy-based phrase table pruning method to achieve a better performance. Experimental results on Europarl data show that our method can both reduce the scalar of the phrase table and improve the performance of the translation. As a widely use method, the minimum Bayes-risk can also be used in many IoT fields, and the conclusion of this paper will give a useful reference to many IoT research fields. 
